Theophilus Not To Retire Until 1965

U-Drafted As Site Of ACU Meet

The University of Idaho was selected by the American College Union as the site to hold the ACU convention meeting of the 1964 conference.

In addition to the general session, the University of Idaho will host a number of events associated with the convention. These events include a number of social gatherings and the opening of the university's campus to visitors. The University of Idaho is known for its beautiful campus and vibrant academic community, making it an ideal location for the ACU convention.

Holly Week Announced By Presenting Wreaths

Sistership announces the start of Holly Week by having wreaths presented in front of the university. The event is part of the university's traditional Holly Week activities, which are held each year. The wreaths are presented by various organizations and individuals, and they serve as a symbol of the university's spirit and tradition.

ASU Lists Found Items

Lost and Found items can be claimed by contacting the administration office. The list includes a variety of items, such as wallets, keys, and backpacks. It is important to claim these items promptly to prevent them from being lost or misplaced.

Peterson Speaks About SYNCOM II

Jim Peterson, faculty advisor for the SYNCOM II project, discusses the importance of the project. The SYNCOM II project is a joint effort between the University of Idaho and other institutions, and it is designed to improve communication and collaboration among users.

1963 Loyalty Oath Affects Many

The loyalty oath was introduced in 1963 and affected many individuals. The oath required individuals to pledge allegiance to the United States and to support and defend it against enemies. The loyalty oath has been controversial and has been the subject of legal challenges.

Cheese Makers Prepare Christmas Gift Boxes

Cheese makers are preparing Christmas gift boxes, which are a popular holiday tradition. The gift boxes typically include a variety of cheeses and other food items, and they are a tradition that dates back many years. The gift boxes are often given as gifts to friends and family during the holiday season.

On the Calendar

The University of Idaho calendar includes a variety of events, such as lectures, concerts, and sports events. The calendar is an important resource for students, faculty, and the community, as it provides information about upcoming events and activities.

In other news, the university has announced plans for a new facility that will be built on the campus. The facility is designed to provide additional space for academic programs and student services. The project is expected to be completed within the next few years, and it will help to accommodate the growing student population.

These are just a few of the many events and activities that take place at the University of Idaho. For more information, please visit the university's website or contact the office of student affairs.
Goldwater's Chances Look Slim; Nixon Might Be Next GOP Nominee

by Jason

IDIOY BOX

Dear Jason,

Arthur Kaneko, a candidate for the "Asu In" student government, writes in response to your article "Goldwater's Chances Look Slim" in the "Asu In" last week. Mr. Brown writes pre- viously artículo for the "Asu In".

This week's "Asu In" is a possible future Asu In member of the paper.

Pros and cons analysis of why Nixon might or might not be the next GOP nominee.

No one has actually accomplished anything with the student body. The student body is a joke, a waste of time, and an embarrassment to the university.

Who Did What?

How can individual members of the university student government be held accountable for their actions?
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The Golden Fleece

by Jason

President B. D. T. Theophilus has probably left some of the most exciting cases to his successor. Mr. Brown has had a great many cases to deal with, but he has not been involved in the student government this semester. Mr. Brown has been involved in the Student Senate, but he has not been involved in the Student Government. He has been involved in the Student Senate, but he has not been involved in the Student Government.
Vandals Take On Cougars Tonight After Loss To Pirates

The Idaho Vandals, holding a 1-1 record to date with each team in need of three wins to secure a share of the Pac-10 championship, will host the Washington State Cougars. The game is expected to be a close contest, with each team aiming to secure a victory that would move them closer to the conference title.

WRA Team Has Playday

The Western Regulars Association (WRA) volleyball team is preparing for a crucial match against the Cougars, with a win needed to maintain their position in the conference standings.

Babes Take Two Games From BCJ

The University of Idaho women's basketball team is determined to make amends after losing to BCJ in their last meeting. The Vandals are looking for a strong performance and a dominant victory to gain confidence and boost their morale for future games.

Jim Faucher's behind the scoreboard

Governor Faucher was eager to share insights and updates on the state's progress in various sectors, including education, healthcare, and economic growth. He emphasized the importance of collaboration and innovation to address the challenges facing the state.

Spat's, Ika's Go To WSU Tonight

University officials have made plans for the WSU-Spats game, which promises to be an exciting event. The crowd is expected to fill the stadium, and the atmosphere is set to be electric.

Willis Sweet, Upham 2 Top Independent IM

The duo of Willis and Upham emerged victorious in the 200-yard IM race, securing a spot on the podium and contributing to their team's overall success.

For Relaxed Dining Come In This Weekend

The restaurant is offering a special menu for the weekend, providing an inviting atmosphere for patrons seeking a relaxing dining experience.

New CHEVELLE!

By CHEVROLET

The all-new CHEVELLE is here, offering a sleek design and advanced features that promise to make a statement on the road.

The kind of comfort you'd expect in a large luxury car. Come on down and sit in it.

CHEVELLE

Chevrolet's new medium-sized car is designed to deliver an unparalleled driving experience, combining style, performance, and comfort in a package that caters to modern tastes.

The kind of stylish living you'd expect in a large luxury car. Come on down and sit in it.
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